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More than 50 years of research have led to the general agreement that the hippocampus contributes to memory, but there has been a major
schism among theories of hippocampal function over this time. Some researchers argue that the hippocampus plays a broad role in
episodic and declarative memory, whereas others argue for a specific role in the creation of spatial cognitive maps and navigation.
Although both views have merit, neither provides a complete account of hippocampal function. Guided by recent reviews that attempt to
bridge between these views, here we suggest that reconciliation can be accomplished by exploring hippocampal function from the
perspective of Tolman’s (1948) original conception of a cognitive map as organizing experience and guiding behavior across all domains
of cognition. We emphasize recent studies in animals and humans showing that hippocampal networks support a broad range of domains
of cognitive maps, that these networks organize specific experiences within the contextually relevant map, and that network activity
patterns reflect behavior guided through cognitive maps. These results are consistent with a framework that bridges theories of hippocampal function by conceptualizing the hippocampus as organizing incoming information within the context of a multidimensional
cognitive map of spatial, temporal, and associational context.
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Significance Statement
Research of hippocampal function is dominated by two major views. The spatial view argues that the hippocampus tracks
routes through space, whereas the memory view suggests a broad role in declarative memory. Both views rely on considerable evidence, but neither provides a complete account of hippocampal function. Here we review evidence that, in addition
to spatial context, the hippocampus encodes a wide variety of information about temporal and situational context, about the
systematic organization of events in abstract space, and about routes through maps of cognition and space. We argue that
these findings cross the boundaries of the memory and spatial views and offer new insights into hippocampal function as a
system supporting a broad range of cognitive maps.

Introduction
Historically there have been two major views about the role of the
hippocampus. One view argues that the hippocampus is critical
for memory: our ability to retrieve both specific experiences and
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general knowledge gained from them. The other sees the hippocampus as the hub of a navigation system, supporting the
brain’s capacity to calculate routes for traversing physical space.
These views emerged largely through independent lines of research. The link between the hippocampus and declarative memory began with the famous case of patient H.M., who suffered a
dense amnesia following removal of the hippocampus and neighboring regions (Scoville and Milner, 1957). Subsequent studies in
rats, non-human primates, and human patients have demonstrated dense amnesia following damage to medial temporal lobe
structures (Cohen and Squire, 1980; Eichenbaum, 2004). The
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spatial view of hippocampal function was born out of the discovery of “place cells”— hippocampal neurons that fire when an
animal moves through specific locations in an environment
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). Subsequent studies have identified other types of spatial firing patterns of neurons in the neighboring entorhinal cortex and other areas, supporting the view
that the hippocampal system creates maps of physical space and
performs navigational computations (Moser et al., 2008; Hartley
et al., 2014). Consensus between the memory and spatial views
has been difficult because of differences in the species and approaches used—most experiments on memory involve the examination of declarative memory in humans, whereas most
experiments on spatial cognition involve maze behavior in animals. Recently, however, several studies have expanded these approaches in humans and animals, leading toward a convergence
of the spatial and memory views.
This convergence has been articulated in excellent theoretical reviews that have appeared recently, each proposing to
bridge the gap between these disparate views. Buzsáki and
Moser (2013), for instance, proposed that memory is a form of
navigation in mental space that evolved from, and relies on,
the neural algorithms of navigation in the real world. Along
the same lines, Milivojevic and Doeller (2013) suggested that
memory and spatial navigation both rely on neural machinery
that represents space as a mental map of interconnected locations; and Maguire and Mullally (2013) theorized that the
primary role of hippocampus is the construction of spatially
coherent scenes, which is critical and common to spatial navigation, memory, planning, and imagining. Eichenbaum and
Cohen (2014) discussed these views from the perspective of
their theory that hippocampus forms a “memory space” where
events and episodes are integrated within relational networks
(Eichenbaum et al., 1999).
Here we argue that common threads among these reviews
are elements of Tolman’s (1948) original concept of a cognitive map as a tool for systematically organizing information
across multiple domains of life, supporting flexible expression
of acquired knowledge in purposeful behavior. The model by
O’Keefe and Nadel (1978) introduced the idea that cognitive
maps are supported by the hippocampus, but succeeding work
has focused on how the hippocampus specifically supports
geographical maps as they are used to navigate physical environments. Yet, Tolman’s conceptualization provides a framework for research that would reveal a more comprehensive
understanding of hippocampal function in cognitive maps
that organize memories more generally. Specifically, if Tolman’s broader view of cognitive maps is correct, and the hippocampus supports cognitive mapping, by his view, we should
be able to demonstrate three fundamental processes in hippocampal function: (1) we should be able to identify cognitive
maps that involve memory for domains of knowledge other
than physical space; (2) we should be able to specify
the organization of memories in meaningful dimensions of the
cognitive map in the relevant domain; and (3) we should be
able to show that the hippocampal network activity reflects
purposeful behavior as movement through the cognitive map.
Here we focus on new evidence that supports these predictions. We argue that these studies cross the boundaries of the
memory and spatial views and offer new insights into how the
hippocampal region represents memories within a multidimensional cognitive map.
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Cognitive Maps of Abstract Spaces in the
Hippocampus
Temporal context
The most straightforward example of an abstract “space” supported by the hippocampus that parallels the organization of
physical space is the organization of memories in time. Theories
of episodic memory emphasize the idea that memories are represented in a specific temporal as well as spatial context (Tulving,
1983). Consistent with a key role for the hippocampus in temporal organization of episodic memories, numerous studies have
revealed that the hippocampus plays a critical role in remembering the order of events in specific experiences (Eichenbaum,
2014). In particular, recent studies in humans using functional
neuroimaging (fMRI) have used multivariate analysis approaches to
characterize how the human hippocampus distinguishes between
and integrates across memories that are temporally organized. These
studies have shown that differentiation in hippocampal voxel patterns between two events was related to successful discrimination of
the temporal order of events in memories (Ezzyat and Davachi,
2014; Davachi and DuBrow, 2015), whereas statistical learning of
temporal associations between two items was associated with increased similarity of hippocampal patterns (Schapiro et al., 2012). In
another recent study (Copara et al., 2014), it was reported that, during object recognition, hippocampal activity patterns associated
with successful retrieval of the temporal context of the study event
differentiated from patterns associated with successful retrieval of
the spatial context in which the object had been encountered, suggesting that temporal and spatial representations might be somewhat separable.
In addition, two studies have more directly explored the hippocampal encoding of temporal information during learning or
retrieval of sequences of items. Kalm et al. (2013) examined activity patterns during learning of overlapping letter sequences.
Their study found that, over learning, hippocampal activity patterns encoded information about specific letter sequences, despite the fact that all of the sequences comprised the same letters.
Hsieh et al. (2104) examined hippocampal activity patterns during implicit retrieval of object sequences. Using analyses that allowed them to examine activity elicited during processing of each
item, they found that hippocampal voxel patterns were highly
correlated across repetitions of the same object in learned sequences, but correlations were context specific, such that presentations of the same object in different sequence contexts were
uncorrelated. The results also revealed that participants who
showed larger hippocampal sequence representation effects were
better able to use sequence knowledge to optimize decisions. The
findings from these studies strongly suggest that the hippocampus encodes objects in a context-specific manner, such that different representations will be assigned to successive encounters
with the same item in different temporal contexts.
In studies on animals, the robust observation of hippocampal
place cells has long been used to advance the idea that the neuronal networks in the hippocampus parse spatial context into representations of locations in space. However, recent studies have
shown that, consistent with its key role in temporally organized
memory (Fortin et al., 2002), the hippocampus also parses temporally structured experiences into representations of moments
in time. In these studies, the location of the animal is held constant while in the midst of performing a memory task. For example, in between traversing paths through a maze, the animal may
be forced to run in place on a running wheel or a treadmill.
During running in place for specific periods, hippocampal neu-
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rons fire for brief moments in sequences that reliably tile the
period of running (Pastalkova et al., 2008; Kraus et al., 2013). The
properties of these “time cells” parallel those of place cells, but in
the temporal dimension rather than spatial dimensions. In addition, place cell representations change over long periods of time,
suggesting a code for when successive events occurred (Mankin et
al., 2012). Recent evidence has also distinguished specific aspects
of neuronal coding for temporal and spatial context within the
hippocampus (Mankin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Temporal
representation by hippocampal neurons is also observed in monkeys (Naya and Suzuki, 2011) and humans (Paz et al., 2010).
These observations identify temporal coding by hippocampal
neurons as parallel to their coding of space, consistent with the
widely held view that episodic memories are embodied as events
in spatial–temporal context (Tulving, 1983) and with the idea
that cognitive maps span temporal and spatial dimensions of
experience.
Visually centered space
The cognitive map supported by place cells is generally conceived
as a Euclidean map from the world-centered (allocentric) view,
unlike the perspective from the visual system in person-centered
(egocentric) space. If cognitive maps supported by the hippocampus generalize to all relevant dimensions in life experiences, however, one would expect the hippocampal mapping of
cognition in egocentric as well as allocentric space. Many studies
on amnesia have shown that the human hippocampus is critical
to memory for locations on a screen (Voss et al., 2011; Watson et
al., 2013), and studies using fMRI have shown that hippocampus
activation is associated with memory for the positions of objects
on a screen (Piekema et al., 2006; Hannula and Ranganath, 2008;
Poch et al., 2011; Libby et al., 2014).
Additional studies of neuronal activity in the hippocampus
and neighboring medial entorhinal cortex in monkeys also suggest that cognitive mapping extends to egocentric spatial organization. Hippocampal neuronal activity in monkeys has been
strongly associated with an egocentric spatial view, rather than
location in allocentric space (Rolls and Xiang, 2006). In addition,
it is commonly viewed that the representation of space in the
hippocampus depends upon information about allocentric space
from the medial entorhinal cortex (Moser et al., 2008; Hartley et
al., 2014; but see Brandon et al., 2014). However, recent recording
studies in monkeys have revealed the existence of grid cells in the
medial entorhinal cortex that fire associated with locations of
objects on a screen (Killian et al., 2012), indicating that spatial
representation in this system in primates as well as humans applies to visually centered space rather than, or in addition to,
location of the body in space.
These findings are consistent with the idea that distinctions in
hippocampal representations across rodents and primates may
reflect the different ways these species interact with their environment and gain information about the external world. Rodents
typically gather information by moving to visit different locations in the environment, sniffing and whisking. By contrast,
primates chiefly use eye movements to visually explore an environment, and our visual system allows for inspection of the environment at a distance. Accordingly, a rodent’s exploration
through space may use the same neural coding mechanisms as a
primate’s visual exploration. Although the cues used to explore
space may differ in primates and rodents, the findings in monkeys suggest that the computations performed by the grid cells are
not bound to body orientation or movement in space but, rather,
reflect cognitive processing of dynamics for navigating mental
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space. A clearer understanding of how grid cells are involved in
spatial representation and memory in the hippocampus remains
a key issue in the field.
Musical and other domains of skill “space”
Several studies in humans exemplify how hippocampal structure
and function vary with experience in modalities that are predominantly governed by dimensions beyond a simple mapping in
time or space. Teki et al. (2012) found larger hippocampal gray
matter in professional piano tuners navigating a complex soundscape. Piano tuning is a sequential process where the tuning of the
current note depends on the previously tuned note. Piano tuners,
therefore, use pitch cues and beat rates as landmarks, while navigating well learned “routes” of different tuning algorithms. Teki
et al. (2012) found greater gray matter volume in the hippocampus as a function of years of piano tuning, regardless of level of
musicality or age, indicating the role of hippocampus in supporting experience-dependent mental navigation within conceptual
sound scenes. Other studies further exemplify variation in hippocampal structure and function with experience in additional
dimensions including aural skill learning in music academy students (Herdener et al., 2010).
These studies parallel the work of Maguire and colleagues
(Maguire et al., 2000; Woollett and Maguire, 2012), who have
shown that the hippocampus is larger in London taxi drivers who
develop “the knowledge” of the layout of London and can use this
knowledge to navigate that geographical space, as well as other
work showing structural changes in the hippocampus associated
with learning for medical examination in medical students (Draganski et al., 2006). Although these studies do not inform us
about the specific computations that the hippocampus performs,
they nevertheless indicate that extensive acquisition of abstract
knowledge in many domains involves structural changes in hippocampal gray matter.
Social space
Tavares et al. (2015) revealed that cognitive maps in the human
hippocampus extend to social space. Similar to physical space,
social space incorporates a number of continuous dimensions,
such as power (hierarchy, dominancy, etc.) and affiliation (intimacy, warmth, etc.), which indicate social “distance.” Tavares et
al. (2015) examined whether the hippocampus maps social space
using a geometric model that quantified the dynamic response
pattern of people interacting with fictional characters in an abstract two-dimensional social space framed by power and affiliation. Specifically, these authors used a social role-playing game in
which participants imagined they had arrived to a new town
where they had to find a job and a place to live by interacting with
the town’s people during fMRI. The participants’ choices during
the interactions positioned the game characters along the dimensions of power and affiliation. The results showed that hippocampal activation tracked a vector metric, indicating the locations of
the characters in social space relative to the participant. Furthermore, hippocampal tracking of the relationship trajectories was
stronger in participants who reported better social skills, as
though tracking the outcome of social encounters with high fidelity promotes adaptive social behavior in real-world encounters. These findings suggest that the hippocampus supports social
“navigation” with a representation of a social cognitive map.
Associational space
Additional studies in both animals and humans have shown that
the hippocampus is necessary for the ability to link and organize
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memories that are associated by shared elements (Bunsey and
Eichenbaum, 1996; Zeithamova et al. 2012) or form a hierarchical organization (Dusek and Eichenbaum, 1997; Heckers et al.,
2004), suggesting a fundamental function of the hippocampus in
associating memories across arbitrary dimensions. For example,
a recent study (Zeithamova et al., 2012) examined peoples’ ability
to learn overlapping association (AB and BC) and subsequently
infer novel relationships based on prior experience (A related to
C). Using fMRI, Zeithamova et al. (2012) identified patterns of
hippocampal activation during an event overlapping with previous experience that related to successful inference, suggesting a
unique role in rapid integration of indirectly related events. Notably, these organizations do not rely on spatial and temporal
dimensions, expanding the range of cognitive maps to entirely
abstract dimensions of association.

Hippocampal Organization of Events in Multiple
Dimensions
Beyond a general role in cognitive mapping in nonspatial as well
as spatial dimensions, if Tolman’s view of cognitive mapping is correct, we should be able to identify the precise organization of related
memories within the relevant cognitive map. Recent studies have
indeed shown that memories are represented within specific spatial
contexts and the relevant spatial and nonspatial dimensions of experience organize related memories.
The hippocampus maps memories for objects and events in
spatial context
Numerous studies using fMRI have shown that the human hippocampus is involved in memory for specific locations where
particular objects were experienced (for review, see Davachi,
2006; Diana et al., 2007; Eichenbaum et al., 2007). In addition,
recent work has demonstrated that, in a working memory
task, maintenance of hippocampal activity patterns during encoding of specific object–location associations predicted successful retention of these associations across a delay (Libby et al.,
2014). In addition, several studies have shown that hippocampal
activity patterns also carry information about nonspatial contextual variables, including task context (Aly and Turk-Browne,
2015) and temporal context (Naya and Suzuki, 2011). Collectively, these findings suggest that the hippocampus plays a highly
specific role in episodic memory by forming context-dependent
representations that link temporally contiguous, but featurally
distinct inputs (Hannula et al., 2013; Copara et al., 2014; Libby et
al., 2014).
Parallel single-neuron recordings in animals have shown that
hippocampal neurons fire as animals study specific objects in
particular places in a spatial environment, including tones (Moita
et al., 2003; Itskov et al., 2012), tactile cues, (Itskov et al., 2011),
odors (Komorowski et al., 2009), and complex objects (Manns
and Eichenbaum, 2009). As animals learn the significance of
these objects, hippocampal neurons begin as place cells, but their
firing becomes modulated by specific objects in their place fields
(Moita et al., 2003; Komorowski et al., 2009). Recordings of single
neurons in human epilepsy patients converge with these findings,
revealing that hippocampal place cells show enhanced activity
during recognition of objects that had been previously encountered in the cells’ place fields (Miller et al., 2013), and that hippocampal cells can encode the combination of specific objects
and the places with which they are associated (Ison et al., 2015).
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The hippocampus organizes related memories in schemas
In addition to encoding specific events in spatial and nonspatial context, recent evidence indicates that the hippocampus
supports the capacity to create and modify “schemas,” networks of knowledge that integrate and organize multiple related memories in both humans and animals. For example, in
a study by Tse et al. (2007), rats were trained to find specific
objects at particular locations within an environment and
found that the rats readily incorporated the locations of new
specific objects within the established spatial organization of
previously learned objects. Both new learning and rapid consolidation of new memories within an existing schema were
hippocampal dependent. Parallel fMRI studies in humans
have shown hippocampal activation associated with linking
specific associations via common elements and consequent
insight about indirectly related associations, including associations of events by a common spatial context (Milivojevic et al.
2015) and/or by common nonspatial elements (Heckers et al.,
2004; Zeithamova et al. 2012). Similarly, as introduced above,
the hippocampus is critical to linking specific object associations and guiding inferences between indirectly related elements in animals (Bunsey and Eichenbaum, 1996; Dusek and
Eichenbaum, 1997).
Furthermore, recent studies on population coding by hippocampal neurons indicate that hippocampal neural ensembles
represent a highly systematic organization of spatial and nonspatial stimulus dimensions by which specific memories are associated (McKenzie et al., 2014). In this study, rats learned a large
number of reward associations of multiple objects experienced in
different locations and spatial contexts. Population analyses revealed a hierarchical organization of these memories in the hippocampus, wherein objects with similar reward associations were
most closely linked and separated from objects in the same locations but different reward associations, locations where the same
events occurred were linked within spatial contexts, and events
with opposite reward associations were strongly separated across
contexts. This schematic organization suggests that the hippocampus creates a systematic network organization that mirrors
the spatial and nonspatial associations that can guide choice behavior and associations between memories experienced at different times.
Map scaling and resolution along the anterior–posterior
hippocampal axis
If indeed a fundamental function of the hippocampus is to
organize memories across many dimensions, then it may be
expected that the hippocampal map is organized not only by
specific dimensions that are relevant to the particular situation, but also by meta-dimensions that reflect organization of
any domain of memories. Recent evidence suggests that such a
meta-dimension may be the resolution of detail in memories.
In spatial cognitive maps, the resolution of detail is likely reflected in the size of place fields. Indeed, in rodents, the size of
place cells firing fields increases along the dorsal-to-ventral axis
of the hippocampus such that the dorsal hippocampus represents
shorter spatial and temporal scales, whereas the ventral hippocampus represents the longer scales (Kjelstrup et al., 2008;
Strange et al., 2014). In humans, some evidence indicates that the
posterior hippocampus (the human analog of the rodent dorsal
hippocampus) encodes fine-grained spatial representations,
whereas the anterior hippocampus (analogous to the rodent ventral hippocampus) represents large-scale spatial context (Nadel et
al., 2013). The role of resolution of spatial context in memory was
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recently revealed in a study that identified a prevalence of neurons in the rodent dorsal hippocampus that fired associated with
high resolution for particular objects in specific places compared
with a prevalence of neurons in the ventral hippocampus that
generalized across objects and locations within a spatially and
meaningfully distinct context and discriminated between events
in different contexts (Komorowski et al., 2013).
This organizational principle may apply to hierarchical mnemonic representation such that small-scale memory segments
(specific events) and larger-scale concepts (which are abstracted
from specific episodes, such as specific objects, individuals, locations, actions, etc.) are organized along the hippocampal longitudinal axis, where a similar temporal resolution gradient may
also be found (for theoretical discussions, see Fanselow and
Dong, 2010; Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012; Milivojevic and
Doeller, 2013; Poppenk et al., 2013). Consistent with these ideas,
a recent study (Nielson et al., 2015) revealed representations of
the spatial and temporal dimensions of real-life remembered experiences in the left anterior hippocampus. Specifically, the participants wore smart phones with a life-logging software and
global positioning system that captured images, coordinates, and
timestamps, while navigating their environment for 2 weeks. The
results showed spatiotemporal organization for distances between 100 m and 30 km and for times between 15 h and 1 month.
Activity in the anterior hippocampus correlated with spatial distance, temporal distance, and their correlation. These results
complement previous studies that established the involvement of
the human posterior hippocampus in memory for shorter spatial
distance (Hirshhorn et al., 2012; Poppenk et al., 2013), and studies showing hippocampal temporal representation in smaller
scales (Manns et al., 2007; Barnett et al., 2014; Ezzyat and Davachi, 2014). Together, these studies support the view of hippocampus as a systematic organization tool for memories according to
spatiotemporal dimensional scales.

Hippocampal Navigation via Memory for Paths
through the Cognitive Map
A key tenet in Tolman’s view on cognitive maps is that they
support expectancies of events and planning of routes to obtain
those expectancies. Based on this property of cognitive maps,
hippocampal neurons should reflect the overall trajectory of
movement through space and not merely current location, both
during the execution of routes through space and during planning of routes to be taken. There is now compelling evidence of
both of these phenomena.
Hippocampal networks represent spatiotemporal sequences
of memories
The existence of hippocampal place cells has long been used to
advance the idea that the hippocampus represents spatial context, but it has become clear that these cells do not solely signal
one’s location within a static Euclidean coordinate map of
geographical space. One key insight has come from studies
examining the sequential firing characteristics of place cells in
rats performing maze tasks. In these experiments rats traverse
a common segment of alternate paths through a maze, for
which one can distinguish between neurons whose activity
reflects solely the location of the animal in the environment regardless of current path, as expected if the cell’s activity only reflects “place,” and neurons whose activity reflects
the animal’s location within a particular path differently from
other paths, as expected if the cell’s activity reflects a sequential element of the memory within each distinct path.
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Consistent with the latter expectancy, several studies have
now shown that, when rats traverse a segment of a maze that is
common to multiple paths, a distinct place cell sequence is activated depending on which path the animal is pursuing (Frank et
al., 2000; Wood et al., 2000, Shapiro et al., 2006, Ainge et al.,
2007). Furthermore, when place cells in the normal sequence fire
less or not at all, the animals make errors (Robitsek et al. 2013).
These observations show that temporal organization is not
merely a reflection of moving through locations that happen to be
in a particular order but, rather, that the spatial representations
are actively organized by their temporal sequence into a representation of a particular spatial memory.
Offline reactivation of hippocampal firing sequences reflects
learning and subsequent expressions of memory
Hippocampal firing sequences that correspond to a previously
traversed path can also be “replayed” during sleep and offline
rest, further extending the link between temporal and spatial
coding in the hippocampus. In these studies, initial recordings
of place cells are taken as rats repeatedly traverse a consistent
path through an environment. Then, during subsequent sleep
or brief periods when the animal is not moving, recordings are
again taken and the firing patterns are analyzed to determine
the extent to which cells that previously fired in the order
corresponding to the sequence of locations also fire in the
same order when the rat is asleep or occupies a location far
from the cells’ place fields. These experiments have revealed
that place cell sequences are replayed during sleep and quiet
wakefulness, and do so ⬃20-fold faster than the actual experience (for review, see Carr et al., 2011).
Further studies suggest that replay does not solely reflect
rote reactivation of traversed paths. For example, replays of
place cell sequences that end in a reward often occur in reverse
order, consistent with the possibility of reinforcement learning mechanisms building the place cell sequences (Foster and
Wilson, 2006). Also, replays can involve concatenations of
individually experienced behaviors into novel trajectories
(Gupta et al., 2010). Furthermore, replays occur when rats are
at a choice point in a maze, performing the kind of “vicarious
trial and error” Tolman envisioned occurs during purposeful
planning (Johnson and Redish, 2007). Similarly, during open
field foraging, replays can reflect a novel sequence of places
that an animal is about to traverse on the way to a remembered
goal location (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013). In humans, fMRI
studies indicate that the hippocampus maximally activated
when subjects were planning new routes at the outset of intermediate choice points in a route (Spiers and Maguire, 2006).
These findings resemble the kinds of constructive memory
retrieval processes that can be used to imagine future scenarios
(Hassabis et al., 2007; Addis et al., 2011).
Until recently, the link between replay and memory was speculative. Recent work, however, has shown that disruption of replay events as animals are learning a maze impairs subsequent
memory (Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010;
Jadhav et al., 2012; Nokia et al., 2012). Furthermore, extrinsic
activation of neural reward signals (via medial forebrain stimulation) during offline replay resulted in development of a subsequent preference for the reactivated spatial location (de Lavilléon
et al., 2015). These observations suggest that replay events play a
causal role in spatial memory.
Studies in humans have revealed parallels to the kinds of
offline reactivation events that have been observed in rodents.
For instance, post-learning changes in hippocampal func-
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tional connectivity have been shown to correlate with individual differences in memory (Tambini et al., 2010). Using
multivariate analyses of fMRI data, studies have found evidence for offline reactivation of recently learned information
in the entorhinal and retrosplenial cortex (Staresina et al.,
2013) and in visual cortical areas (Deuker et al., 2013), although hippocampal activation has not been reported. Some
preliminary evidence, however, suggests that reactivation in
the hippocampus occurs for contexts that were associated with
reward, and the degree of reactivation predicts subsequent
memory for items learned in that context (M. J. Gruber, M.
Ritchey, S. F. Wang, M. K. Doss, and C. Ranganath, unpublished observation).

Conclusions and Going Forward
A recent perspective asked whether we can reconcile the memory and spatial views of hippocampal function (Eichenbaum
and Cohen, 2014). Here, our brief review highlights considerable evidence that supports reconciliation of these views by
adoption of the perspective of cognitive maps as originally
conceived by Tolman (1948). Even though his experiments
were focused on maze learning, Tolman conceived of cognitive maps as extending generally to mapping life’s experiences
in any behaviorally relevant domain. He conceived the function of these maps as organizing specific events in systematic
fashion appropriate to the dimensions of the relevant context,
and he argued strongly that the function of cognitive maps is
to support expectancies and planning of behavior to obtain
sought goals. The experiments discussed here support the idea
that the hippocampal function embodies each of these properties, showing that, in addition to spatial context, the hippocampus encodes a wide variety of information about
temporal and situational context, that it creates a systematic
organization of information about objects in relation to the
spatiotemporal context in which they were encountered, and
that hippocampal network activity reflects the planning and
execution of behavioral sequences that lead to goals. These
recent observations suggest that our understanding of how the
hippocampus supports memory and navigation may best
be advanced by continued research on mechanisms of Tolman’s cognitive maps across domains of memory.
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